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Overview

What is Positive Attendance?
Who may use Positive Attendance?
How does the Positive Attendance option work?

What is Positive Attendance?
The Positive Attendance option allows a district to use wanding like functionality allowing
students to check in/out from different locations in the district. Teachers will be able to set
up a screen where the students can use some form of ID Number entry (scanning, or
keypad) to show they have checked into or out of that location.
Positive Attendance hardware solutions
Skyward and School Technology Associates have been exclusive business partners since
1992. These past 23 years we have worked together to create integrated “real time”
hardware and software solutions for our mutual K-12 customers.
Skyward designed, developed and tested Positive Attendance using School Technology
Associates custom keypad and keypad/barcode scanner terminals. School Technology
Associates’ internal software in their hardware that supports these applications. Their PASS
and PASS+ (patent pending) terminals give audio confirmation of a successful “scan in/out”
and have a display screen that gives custom messages back to the students using them.
STAi’s PASS+ device can interface directly to the Skyward database through your network.
The PASS device connects to a computer running Skyward’s Educator Access+ software. All
equipment from School Technology Associates is guaranteed to work with your Skyward
software. Skyward has PASS/PASS+ terminals available in their offices for continued
development, testing, documentation and support.
For information, pricing and a video showing Positive Attendance in use at Nicolet High
School (Glendale, WI) click on the link below to STAi’s website or call:
http://k12sta.com/products/positive-attendance-devices/ or call 877-436-4657

Who may use Positive Attendance?
Districts that want to use the Positive Attendance option would be one that may allow
students to go to one of several locations during a Study Hall hour, or one that wants to be
able to track more detailed attendance habits of their students including tracking after
school activity attendance.
A Security User with access to the Positive Attendance area under the EA+ system would be
able to set up the check in screen and then could monitor it as students came in, or choose
a second method of entry, where a screen could be set up and students could check in
without anyone monitoring them. The second method would limit security access to prevent
the system from being compromised since there would not be the staff person there to
monitor the students.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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How does the Positive Attendance option work?
For Positive Attendance to work, a district must make sure that several things are in place.
Since Skyward’s Attendance module assumes all students are present unless marked
otherwise, they will have to set up at least one Absence Type code to be used as a “Present”
code. The district will also have to have Building and Room codes set up, along with Bell
Schedules in Attendance.
Once the necessary items have been set up, then staff will be able to use the Positive
Attendance screen through EA+. From this area, students can either have Attendance that
has been previously filled in cleared, or can have new attendance entered (this would be
using the (Present Absence Type). If a district/entity wanted to use the first method, they
would have to use a utility to mass enter an Absent Type for the day and period for the
students.
An entity may also have to use some Attendance Utilities to either add new absences to
students or change existing ones to a different code. This could be done daily or even
multiple times per day.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Setup
Security

Security

To assign security to users who will be responsible for using the Positive Attendance screen
to update students’ attendance records go to Product Setup, Skyward Contact Access,
Security, Security Groups, and click on Web Student Management.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Find the group that will need access to use the entry screen, or add new groups as needed.
With the group selected, click the Edit Security Levels button.

Select Web Applications from the drop-down in the upper left corner.
Security can be assigned to the menu path WS\WA\EP\TA\PA.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Codes

Absence Types
Absence Reasons
Attendance Periods/Bell Schedules
Calendars
Buildings/Rooms
Locations
For the Positive Attendance option to function, there are several codes that need to be set
up within the database. These codes are found under Attendance, as well as other areas of
the system.

To get to the Attendance codes that need to be set up, go to Student Management, Office,
Attendance, Setup, and click on Codes.

Absence Types
Absence Type codes are the main code used with the Attendance module to mark a student
as absent. To use Positive Attendance, an entity will need to have one of two codes set up.
The code setup depends on how they plan on using Positive Attendance.
As stated in the overview, students can have an existing absence cleared from their record
(Option 1), or they can have new attendance added (Option 2). When using the option to
clear existing data, an absence code needs to be created that will not trigger a notification
to their parents. It will be up to the entity if they want this code to count as an absence or
not. When using the option to have new attendance data added, an absence code needs to
be created that will not count as an absence for internal reporting or state reporting, and
will not trigger a notification to parents.
Option 1:
In this option, an entity must first have student’s marked absent and would likely use a
mass process to assign a unique Absence Type code (i.e. the Mass Add For a Single Day
utility). Then, as the students check in, the code would be removed from their record for
that period, thus showing them as present. At the end of the period or even day, it would be
up to the entity if they want to keep the initial absence data attached to the absent students
or have that code changed to a different Absence Type.
Option 1’s main benefit is that student attendance data will be the same for students who
are checked in through Positive Attendance as present, and those who are left present
through the traditional attendance entry methods. There is less room for confusion on what
students are/were present. The drawback to this, is that tracking where students were
checked in is limited to the Positive Attendance Transaction Tracking screens and the
Positive Attendance report.
Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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To set up a code to be assigned to students initially, the administrators will want to consider
the following fields. It may be possible to use an existing Absence Type as long as the setup
of it does not interfere with desired functionality. In general, though, it will allow more
flexibility to have a new code created.
Note: If students from different entities are going to be checking in with Positive
Attendance into a room set up on an entity that is different than the student’s default, then
you need to verify that all codes used in Positive Attendance match in all entities included.
Example: If a student from the Middle School entity 300, can check into the library at the
High School that is using positive attendance based on entity 400, all codes that entity 400
uses for Positive Attendance need to be created in entity 300 as well.
Include in Total Attendance: This field may be used for reporting purposes
through EA+. If an entity does not want the pre-filled absence to count against the
student, this may need to be unchecked depending on what Absence Types are
counted in the EA+ Attendance Entity Configuration.
Do Not Display in Family/Student Access: This field may need to be checked if
an entity does not want the pre-filled absence to show in Family Access. If it is left
turned off, guardians may ask why a student is marked absent for the period before
the day has occurred. If it is turned on, it may also be a good idea to have this
Absence Type changed to an unexcused absence after the period/day is done, using
the Mass Change for a Range utility. This way, parents would then be able to see
their student’s absence through Family Access. Note: Turning this option on will
automatically turn on the next option to Do Not Include in Auto Email.
Do Not Include in Auto Email: This field may need to be unchecked if an entity
does not want parent notification emails to go out when the absence is mass
assigned to their student(s). Note: If the Do Not Display in Family/Student Access
option is checked, this option is automatically turned on and cannot be changed.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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There may be other fields used specifically for state reporting purposes that should
be monitored. If the Absence is going to stay attached to the student, be sure that it
is set up to count against them correctly.
Allow overwrite by Positive Attendance: This option will allow Positive
Attendance and PASS+ to overwrite existing periods of attendance that are assigned
this Absence Type.
Along with the initial code that will be assigned to students before they check in and have it
removed, an entity may want an additional Absence Type code that would mirror an
unexcused absence. This code would be used to change the initial absence to this new
Absence Type. It would be up to the administration to determine if a separate unexcused
code from the regular one should be used. The benefit to having a separate one would be
the capability to quickly determine which came from the office (the regular unexcused
absence), and which came from a student never checking into a class (the new/copied
unexcused absence). An alternative to this would be adding an Absence Reason to
differentiate between an office entered absence and the Positive Attendance absence.
Lastly, by using this method, if a teacher tried to log attendance through the regular
Educator Access Plus Attendance Entry screens, they may not be able to overwrite the mass
assigned absence type code. To accommodate this situation, there is a configuration option
to allow teachers to be able to overwrite selected attendance types. See the Configuration
section below.
Option 2
In this option, an entity will likely use a mass process to mark all necessary students absent
with a unique Absence Type code (i.e. the Mass Add For a Single Day utility), but this would
not be required like with Option 1. Then as the students check in, the code would be
overwritten if one was already there, or a new one entered if it was currently blank. Review
Option 1 above to see how to set up a code to be filled in on a student as an initial absence.
There are potential issues that need to be considered when starting with the attendance
data initially blank. It would be very hard to track students this way if a teacher would be
using the traditional Post Daily Attendance screen for the class. If their Post Attendance
screen was opened before students had started checking in and was never refreshed, they
may end up overwriting the Positive Attendance data for those students when they save
their screen. Option 2 will work best when all rooms are using the Positive Attendance entry
screen, and students are initially considered absent by having an Absence Type pre-entered.
The main benefit to using Option 2 is that with having the Present Attendance data stored,
an entity could use Attendance Reports to analyze where students are checking in. The
disadvantage to this option is that students that are marked present will have an Absence
Type attached to their record making it harder to separate them from the absent students.
Another concern is that since students will have an Absence Type, if it is not set up
correctly, this could cause an issue with student’s data that is reported to the state.
Just like with option one, if a teacher tried to log attendance through the regular Educator
Access Plus Attendance Entry screens, they may not be able to overwrite a mass assigned
absence type code. To accommodate this situation, there is a configuration option to allow
teachers to be able to overwrite selected attendance types. See the Configuration section
below.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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To set up a code to be assigned to students when they are marked present, it is important
to pay attention to the setup of the code so that the system will not consider them absent
for an internal or state report. The exact setup of the code, will depend on a state’s
requirements for pulling data based on Absence Type codes. Be sure to review any
documentation available regarding that when setting up the code(s).
Absence Category: This field is used by some states for state reporting, be sure to
choose an appropriate option. In general, “Other” would typically be most applicable.
Include in Total Attendance: This field may be used for reporting purposes
through EA+. Since this code is not indicating an absence, this should be unchecked.
Do Not Display in Family/Student Access: This field may need to be checked if
an entity does not want the present absence to show in Family Access. If it is left
turned off, guardians may ask why a student has an absence for a period when their
student was in school. Note: Turning this option on will automatically turn on the
next option to Do Not Include in Auto Email.
Do Not Include in Auto Email: This field should be unchecked so that parent
notification emails will not go out when the absence is entered for their student(s).
Note: If the Do Not Display in Family/Student Access option is checked, this option is
automatically turned on and cannot be changed.
Allow overwrite by Positive Attendance: This option will allow Positive
Attendance and PASS+ to overwrite existing periods of attendance that are assigned
this Absence Type.
Again, there may be other fields used specifically for state reporting purposes that should be
monitored, be sure that the Absence Type is set up to count correctly.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Absence Reasons
Absence Reason codes are not required for the Positive Attendance option to function;
however, they can be very helpful for tracking the information through the existing
Attendance reports.
Besides any Absence Reason codes that an entity wants to use, they could also set some up
to indicate where a student has been checked in, or marked with a “present” Absence Type.
This may include specific rooms or parts of a larger area (like in a library that has a
computer lab inside it, a field house with gym(s) and workout areas, or to track specific
entrances into a larger study hall). It is up to an entity to determine how detailed they want
to get with these codes, as having one for every room may make the table larger then
desired.
Note: If students from different entities are going to be checking in with Positive
Attendance into a room set up on an entity that is different than the student’s default, then
you need to verify that all codes used in Positive Attendance match in all entities included.
Example: If a student from the Middle School entity 300, can check into the library at the
High School that is using positive attendance based on entity 400, all codes that entity 400
uses for Positive Attendance need to be created in entity 300 as well.

The Absence Reason codes can be set up as needed, and the only thing to be sure to watch
on these is to leave the Family Access Entry option unchecked. This will prevent the code
from being available for parents to choose as a reason why their student will be absent
when submitting the request through Family Access.

Attendance Periods/Bell Schedules
Attendance Period codes, also known as Bell Schedules, need to be set up and assigned to
calendar days. These codes are required for the Positive Attendance to work.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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When viewing the list of Attendance Period Time codes, click on the Period Times button to
view the times set up for the selected code.

Build the table so that all period times are entered for the Bell Schedule. The Positive
Attendance area will look at the times entered in the Period Start and Period Stop fields
when verifying the attendance that will be updated for students checking in.

Calendars
Calendars are used to define when students are expected to be in attendance. Besides this,
the Positive Attendance area uses them to define what Attendance Period/Bell Schedule
should be looked at for the current day.

It is necessary to verify that all Calendar Days have a Bell attached to them. If the days
exist, but no Bell is attached to them, use the Mass Assign Bell Schedule utility found under
the Utilities link next to the Calendar Days area of the Calendar Year.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Buildings/Rooms
Building codes are required to set up the Positive Attendance entry screen. The Building
code is used to determine the list of Rooms that will be available for selection. The Room
codes are tied directly to the Building code. Staff will be able to review all the students
checked into a specific room from the Positive Attendance screen.

Building codes are found under Student Management, Office, Setup, and Product Setup.
Building codes have no special requirements in relation to Positive Attendance. They just
need to be created for it to function.
When a Building code is expanded, there is an area where Building Room codes can then be
added and attached to it. The list of rooms that will be using the Positive Attendance entry
needs to be built here at a minimum. All rooms in a building can be added if a district
desires.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Locations
Location codes are optional codes that can be used to identify a specific location within a
room; such as a specific entrance or sub-area of a larger room. The Location code table is a
shared table between other modules as well, so be sure that all users involved with
Discipline entry and Health Records are aware of any codes that should only be used with
Positive Attendance.

Location codes can be found under Student Management, Office, Discipline, Setup, and
Codes.
There are no special requirements for creating Location codes for use in Positive
Attendance. It is completely a district decision to choose what, if any, codes they want
available for use.

Configuration
Since teachers do not have the ability to overwrite all students’ absences, there is a
configuration option available to identify the Absence Type codes they will be able to
overwrite from either the Positive Attendance screen, or the normal Post Daily Attendance
screens.
Navigate to Student Management > Educator Access Plus > Setup> Configuration > Entity
Configuration, and select Attendance Entity Setup.
A configuration option is available to be set up that allow teachers to “override” an Absence
Type code that was entered outside of Teacher Access. Only the Absence Type codes
selected within the configuration will be allowed to be overridden.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Expand the record and select the Edit Defaults link. Note the capability to Allow teachers to
overwrite the selected Absence Types. Select the Absence Types button to select the codes
that teachers should be able to overwrite. The codes selected should include any of the
mass assigned codes used in Option 1 or Option 2 described in the Absence Type area
above.

When a teacher logs into Educator Access Plus Attendance by Name, an “Overwrite” link
displays allowing the teacher to update the student’s attendance.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Utilities

Mass Add For a Single Day
Mass Change for a Range
An entity may use a couple of different Attendance utilities to help maintain their Positive
Attendance data. One purpose is to mass enter absences that will be either removed or
changed to a “Present” Absence Type, and the other purpose would be to mass change one
absence code to another so that notifications could go out, or keep actual absence data
consistent.

The Attendance utilities can be found by going under Student Management, Office,
Attendance, Setup, and Utilities.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Mass Add For a Single Day
The Mass Add For a Single Day utility should be used to pre-fill students’ attendance records
so that they will be presumed absent for the period(s) that they will be using Positive
Attendance. Then depending on the setup of the Positive Attendance entry screen, this data
will then be removed or overwritten.

The Mass Add For a Single Day utility can be set up to assign the absence data to students
based on the ranges set. The utility can also be set up so that it could run as a daily
scheduled task.
Student Selection: This area allows you to select the students that will have their records
updated. Unless there is a limited number of students that will be using Positive Attendance,
it would likely be run By Range.
Attendance Date: If this utility will be run on a regular basis, or even as a Scheduled Task,
it would be easiest to run for Today Less number of School Days and set for 0 (zero) days.
It would then need to be run the morning of that day of school. There is not a way to set it
up to run for a future school day, unless you use the Specific Date and enter the exact date.
When running for a Specific Date, the template would have to be updated manually before
every run.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Fill Attendance Periods based on Course Selection: When this option is turned on, the
utility will fill in or ignore periods depending on the setup of the Course Options area of the
utility, and the student’s schedule as long as they meet the student ranges set.
Course Key: This set of ranges is used to identify courses that will be looked at to
determine what periods need attendance data entered based on the students’ schedules.
Subject: This set of ranges is used to identify courses based on the Subject code attached
that will be looked at to determine what periods need attendance data entered based on the
students’ schedules.
Type: This set of ranges is used to identify courses based on the Type code attached that
will be looked at to determine what periods need attendance data entered based on the
student’s schedules.
Include Course/Exclude Courses: These options are used to determine if the attendance
periods should be filled in for the courses meeting the ranges in the Course Options area, or
if the attendance periods should be left untouched for the courses meeting the ranges.
All Courses meeting ranges/Course button: To only use the ranges set in the Course
Key, Subject and Type fields, check the All Courses meeting ranges option. To use courses
from a list that (1) meets the ranges set and (2) have been selected in the Courses button,
have the All Courses meeting ranges unchecked, and then click the Courses button to see a
list of courses and select from them. Only courses that meet the ranges set will display in
the Course Selection screen, and any time the ranges are modified the Courses will have to
be reselected in the Courses button.
Periods: Enter the range of periods that will be filled in by the utility.
Absence Type: Enter the Absence Type code that will be either removed or changed when
a student is checked in through Positive Attendance. Review the setup of the Absence Type
codes if needed.
Absence Reason: This is not required to be filled in, but is up to the entity if they wish to
have a reason specified to go along with the Absence Type that is assigned.
Set Parent Notified: Since the attendance data being filled in is being entered in before
the actual time, and may likely be modified, it would be best to keep this set to “No.”
Overwrite Existing Attendance for Student: Check this option if every student meeting
the ranges should have the specified Absence Type entered on their record. For this
scenario, it is best to leave this unchecked so that any attendance data entered before the
utility runs (i.e. vacations, suspension, expulsions) will not be changed.
Comment: Any freeform comment entered here will still be attached to the students’
attendance record for the day after they have checked in through Positive Attendance, so it
would be best to leave this blank.
Overwrite Existing Comment For Student: This option would replace any comment
already entered for a student’s attendance record. This should not be checked.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Mass Change For a Range
The Mass Change for a Range utility can be used if a district wants to change existing
Absence Types and/or Reasons to a different Absence Type and/or Reason. For Positive
Attendance, it can be used to change the pre-entered Absence Type to one that will trigger
some sort of notification for guardians.

The Mass Change For a Range utility can also be set up as a daily scheduled task just as the
Mass Add For a Single Day utility.
Use the Student Key, Attendance Period, and School ranges fields to limit what student
attendance records will be updated.
Attendance Dates/Today Less number of School Days: The Attendance Dates option
can be used to specify what range of dates are to be modified. If using this option, the
utility should be run manually and the template would have to be updated each time. Use
the Today Less number of School Days with 0 (zero) days entered to use the utility as a
scheduled task. The task should run after all students have used Positive Attendance to
check into their locations for the day. It could even be run the day after by entering 1 (one)
into the School Days field.
Absence Types…
Change Absence Types: Check this option when the Absence Type code needs to
be changed on the attendance records. For this scenario, this should be checked.
Old: Enter the Absence Type code that is currently entered on the attendance
records that needs to be changed.
New: Enter the Absence Type code that will replace the current one.
Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Absence Reasons…
Change Absence Reasons: Check this option when the Absence Reason Code(s)
needs to be changed from the existing value to a new one. This may not need to be
done depending on how an entity sets up the records initially.
Old: Enter the Absence Reason code that is currently entered on the attendance
records that need to be changed. If this field is filled with ** (asterisks), it will
replace all Absence Reasons to the new value.
New: Enter the Absence Reason code that will replace the current one(s).

Positive Attendance Entry

Positive Attendance Setup
Staff Monitored Scan Mode Screen
Student Only Scan Mode Screen
View Room Roster
Add Students Manually to Room Roster

The Positive Attendance Entry area is where the staff person can configure the scanning
screen and options, and where the actual scanning will occur. They will also be able to
review room rosters, and manually maintain records as needed.

The Positive Attendance area is found under Educator Access Plus, Teacher Access, and then
by clicking on Positive Attendance.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Positive Attendance Setup
The Positive Attendance Setup screen is used to identify the room that students will be
checking into through the work station, what Attendance Period will be updated, and how
the attendance record will be updated.

The teacher/staff needs to configure the screen before entering the Scanning Mode. The
screen will save the last entered values from the previous time it was accessed, to help
reduce the setup time.
Location Entity: Select the entity of the student’s that will be updated through Positive
Attendance.
Building: Select the building where students will be scanning.
Room: Select the room that students are going to be scanning into. The rooms available
will depend on the building code selected.
Location: A location code could be selected to designate a location within a larger room or
area. This is not a required code to get to the Scan Mode.
Attendance Entity: Select either Use Location Entity or Use Student’s Default Entity. If you
choose to fill attendance based on student’s default entity, ensure that any Absence Types
or Reasons selected on the screen have been created in all other entities where students
may come from when checking in.
• Use Location Entity: Use this option if only students from the Location Entity selected
above can check into this location.
• Use Student’s Default Entity: Use this option if students from any entity in the
district can check into this location. When this option is used, the Attendance for the
student will be saved to their Default Entity and it will use the Period Times and
Calendar information for the student's Default Entity.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.
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Period to Use:
Use Current Period: If selected, will use the current bell schedule to determine the
period that will be updated as students scan in. This allows the Positive Attendance
screen to be set up once at the beginning of the day, and fill in students’ absences as
they check in based on the current time and the Bell Schedule assigned to the
current Calendar Day.
Enter Period to Use: Enter the period of attendance that will be updated as
students scan in. The time that a student scans in must fall within the Period Times
from the Bell Schedule. The screen will have to be reconfigured to update students’
absences for a different period.
How many minutes before the start of this period can student scan in: Enter
the number of minutes that students would be allowed to scan in before the Start
Period Time of the indicated period. There is a limit of 99 minutes.
Fill Period with an Absence Type and Reason: Select this option if students’ attendance
records will be getting filled in with a “Present” Absence Type. Since Positive Attendance
reporting options are limited to the regular Attendance reports, using this option will make it
possible to analyze the Positive Attendance data. This is true when additional Absence
Reasons are being used to indicate where students are checking into.
Absence Type: Enter the Absence Type code that will be filled in on a student’s
record. This should be a code set up to count the student as present.
Absence Reason: It is optional to have an Absence Reason marked with the type,
but this could be helpful if a district had created reason codes to specify where
students were scanning in.
Remove Absence Type and Reason from Period: Select this option if students’
attendance records will be getting blanked out. For this option to be effective, all students
using Positive Attendance should be pre-marked as absent.
Record Positive Attendance for consecutive block class periods: Select this option to
allow Positive Attendance to also be updated for subsequent consecutive periods of a
multiple period (block) class when using the Scan Mode option.
Set Student Capacity: Select this option to set a capacity limit on the number of students
that can be checked into a room at a given time. This option doesn’t apply when using the
Room Roster screen to add Positive Attendance. When the limit has been met, and another
student attempts to check in, a message displays indicating that check in is not allowed,
student capacity has been reached.
Allow entry of comment for the attendance record: Select this option to have the
capability to enter a comment when using the Staff Monitored Scan Mode. A comment will
be attached to the Attendance Date (not period), and can only be entered if no comment
already exists for the date.
Default Comment: Enter a comment to be prefilled on a student’s record when they scan
in using the Staff Monitored screen and the Allow entry of comment for the attendance
record option above is checked. This comment will only fill in on students if no comment
already exists for the date the attendance is being entered, and the default comment can be
updated on an individual basis.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Scan Mode: Select the scanning mode to be used for the scanning screen.
Staff Monitored: This mode keeps the staff person logged in at the computer
station, and will provide a back button on the scanning screen so they can easily
return to their gradebook. This mode will require that the teacher approve each scan
as students check in.
Student Only: This mode creates a temporary user account on the machine and
logs out the teacher that set up the Positive Attendance so that they could go and
log into another location. The screen will only have an exit button so that the staff’s
account will remain secure and not allow a student to back out of the scanning
screen to get to an area like the teacher’s gradebook. Students will show in a queue
on screen and will not require anyone to click a button after they have scanned in.
Prefill the User login Upon Exit: Select this option to have the Login field
automatically populated with the user’s id when they exit the Student Only
Attendance Entry screen.
Student Lookup: Select the identifier to be used from the scanning screen to lookup a
student’s record and have them scanned in.
Student Name Key Lookup Assistance: Select this option to have student names
suggested as a Name Key is being typed in the Student Lookup field. This will only
work with Staff Monitored Scan Mode and the Student Lookup of Name Key.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Staff Monitored Scan Mode Screen

The Staff Monitored Scan Mode screen will display information about the building and room
that students are checking into, along with the period.
To use the screen, a student will use third party hardware to be scanned in, or a
keyboard/pad could be used to type in their ID number and this will populate the Scan or
type in Student ID: field. Clicking the question mark next to the field indicates what ID
was selected on the setup screen.

As a student scans into Positive Attendance, their information will populate in the Student
Info area. In the Attendance Periods after Scan area, the staff person monitoring the
process will see the selected Absence Type and Reason either fill in, or the period be
blanked out depending on the option selected on the setup screen. The Enter key can then
Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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be pressed, or the staff person can click the Save Attendance Changes button to finalize
the update to the attendance record.

When the save is complete, a message will display in the lower right corner of the screen to
indicate the process is done.
A student can be “checked out” by scanning again after they have checked in. The message
in the lower corner will indicate which had occurred.
When the scanning is complete, the staff person can click the Back button and will return to
the Setup screen.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Student Only Scan Mode Screen

The Student Only Scan Mode screen will display information about the building and room
that students are checking into, along with the period. There also is no Back button
available, only the Exit System button. This is because the staff person that set up the
screen is no longer logged in at the computer station.
To use the screen, a student will use third party hardware to be scanned in, or a
keyboard/pad could be used to type in their ID number and this will populate the Scan or
type in Student ID: field. Clicking the question mark next to the field will indicate what ID
was selected on the setup screen.

As the student checks in, their ID will be masked, and once it is entered in the field they
may have to press the Enter key on the keyboard/pad, or click the Enter button on the
screen.
The screen will refresh and the ID field will be blanked out as the data is saved.

When the save is complete, a message will display in the lower right corner of the screen to
indicate the process is done.
A student can be “checked out” by scanning again after they have checked in. The message
in the lower corner will indicate which had occurred.
After the scanning is complete, or even as it is ongoing, staff can log into another computer
to view the roster information of the students that have checked in. When the scanning
screen is no-longer needed, the Exit System button can be used to close the screen and
prevent further scanning there.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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View Room Roster
To view the Room Roster, have the Positive Attendance Setup screen filled out as if students
were going to be scanning into the same room at that computer. Instead of clicking the
Enter Scan Mode button, click the View Room Roster button.

The Room Roster screen lists all students that have checked into the room and period
specified on the setup, and for the date that is entered in the Date field on this screen. Staff
can see the time the student had been scanned in, and if they scanned out, they could see
that as well. For every time a student scans in, it will create a record on this screen.
There are two View options, either By Student which will list the records alphabetically, or
By Activity Time which will list the records by the Time Updated column.
The information displaying here can be exported to Excel, or printed with the buttons in the
upper-right corner; just like any Browse screen allows users to do.

Add Students Manually to Room Roster
Staff can manually add students to the Room Roster if they have closed the scanning
screen, or a student does not know, or have their proper ID number.
To get to the Room Roster, have the Positive Attendance Setup screen filled out as if
students were going to be scanning into the same room at that computer. Instead of
clicking the Enter Scan Mode button, click the View Room Roster button.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Enter the date you wish to manually add attendance for into the Date field of the screen.
You will only be able to enter attendance for a date that is within the window of time set in
the EA+ Attendance Entity Setup screen – Default Entry Types. You will still be able to view
the roster for any day you enter though. Once you have a valid date entered, click the Add
button in the upper right corner.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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The staff person can then click the Student link to pull up a browse of students in the entity
to select from, or they can enter a Namekey or ID number of a student into the Student
field. As letters are entered into the Student field, matching names will display below it to
select from.

After the student has been selected, the attendance information will show as updated just
like when a student scans in from the scanning screen. The In Time and Out Time fields will
default to the Attendance Period Start and End times from the Bell Schedule, but the staff
person can adjust these times as needed. The times entered must be within the start and
end time for the selected period though. They then need to click the Save Attendance
Changes button to commit the update.
After the save is complete, the Room Roster screen will refresh and the newly added
student will display. This can be repeated as needed to check students in and out of the
room.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Positive Attendance Transaction Tracking
Navigate to Student Management > Office > Attendance, and select Transaction Tracking
Inquiry.
When in the district-wide entity 000, the Positive Attendance Transaction Tracking folder
displays the options of By Student and By Date. However, when in a specific entity only the
By Student option will be available.

Select the By Student option. Highlight a student and expand their record to view their
Positive Attendance Transactions.

Select the By Date option. Select a View as well as a Filter. When the Failed Transactions
View is selcted, a “Failed Message” displays.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Reporting
Generating this report can assist in reviewing attendance taken via Positive Attendance.
Navigate to Student Management > Office > Attendance > Reports; under the Verification
Reports, select Positive Attendance Report. This report may also be accessed from Educator
Access Plus > Administrator Access.
1. Select Add to create a new template and enter a template description.
2. The report may be generated for a range of students or individuals. Select one of the
options and then click the corresponding button to set up the ranges.
3. Enter the Report Ranges.
• School Year
• Today Less number of School Days
• Specific Date Range
• Building
• Room
• Location
• Period
• Absence Types/Include records with no Absence Type
4. Under Print Options, select how the student’s name should display on the report.
5. Under Sort By, select one of the options provided, and if needed, select the Page break
by selected sort.
6. Click Save and Print. Below is a sample of the report.

7. A Positive Attendance Report button is also available from the Positive Attendance Room
Roster screen. Selecting the button generates the report for the currently selected
Building/Room/Date combination on the Room Roster screen.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Configuring Standalone PASS+ Keypad Devices
PASS+ Service Setup

Standalone PASS+ Keypad Devices require a PASS+ Service to be configured by Skyward IT
Services or by your Cloud Hosting provider. When you purchase your first PASS+ device we
will contact you to set up your PASS+ Service. For PASS+ support and troubleshooting,
please contact IT Services by creating an IT Services Service Call or call our toll free support
line at 1-800-236-0001.
PASS+ Devices are standalone positive attendance Keypad devices that connect to the
network and do not require a computer.
Standalone PASS+ Devices come in several models and are sold exclusively by School
Technology Associates.
Ethernet Devices (Except PoE)
PoE Ethernet Devices
WIFI Devices

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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ETHERNET DEVICES (Except PoE)
Use the Lantronix DeviceInstaller application to configure each keypad device.
To begin, connect an Ethernet cable and power supply to the device. Next, click the
“Search” button in DeviceInstaller to search for devices available on the network. The
device should now show on the list. Find the “Xport” device that has a “Hardware Address”
that matches the MAC Address printed on the back of the device.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Select the device with the correct IP on the left pane and click the Web Configuration tab in
the right pane. Click the Home or Green Arrow icon to load the device’s web configuration
page. If prompted for credentials, click the OK button.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Click the “Network” tab to begin configuring the network settings of the device. If you desire
a static IP Address choose the “Use the following IP configuration” radio button and enter in
the IP Address, Subnet Mask, Default Gateway, and DNS server to match your
specifications. Click the OK button when completed.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Next, click the “Connection” tab listed under “Channel 1.” Make the following changes and
click the OK button when completed.
•
•
•
•

Accept Incoming = No
Active Connect = With Any Character
Endpoint Configuration Remote Host = IP address of server that hosts the Skyward
Positive Attendance Service
Endpoint Configuration Remote Port = The listen port of the Skyward Positive
Attendance Service

At this point, to save the changes that have been made click the “Apply Settings” tab and
follow the on-screen instructions. Refresh the Lantronix DeviceInstaller by clicking the
“Search” button. The device should now show on the list. Go back into the Web
Configuration screen for the device and verify that all changed settings have been applied.
Once the device has been successfully configured and has been also configured in the
Skyward Positive Attendance Device setup screens it is ready to be used with the Skyward
Positive Attendance Service.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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PoE ETHERNET DEVICES
Use the Lantronix DeviceInstaller application to configure each keypad device. To begin,
connect a PoE Ethernet cable to the device. Next, click the “Search” button in
DeviceInstaller to search for devices available on the network. The device should now show
on the list. Find the “XPort” device that has a “Hardware Address” that matches the MAC
Address printed on the back of the device.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Select the device with the correct IP on the left pane and click the Web Configuration tab in
the right pane. Click the Home or Green Arrow icon to load the device’s web configuration
page. When prompted for credentials enter “admin” for the login and “PASS” for the
password and click the OK button.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Click the “Network” tab to begin configuring the network settings of the device. Choose the
Network 1, Interface and Configuration buttons to configure the network settings. If a static
IP Address is desired the set DHCP to off and enter the IP Address (with Subnet Mask),
Default gateway, and Primary DNS to match your specifications. Click the Submit button
when completed to apply the new settings.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Next, Click the “Tunnel” tab and choose “Tunnel 1” and “Accept Mode.” Set the Mode to
“Disable” and click the Submit button to apply the settings.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Next, Click the “Tunnel” tab and choose “Tunnel 1” and “Connect Mode.” Set the Mode to
“Any Character.” Set the Address to the IP address of the server that hosts the Skyward
Positive Attendance Service. Set the Port to the listen port of the Skyward Positive
Attendance Service. Click the Submit button to apply the settings.

Once the device has been successfully configured and has been also configured in the
Skyward Positive Attendance Device setup screens it is ready to be used with the Skyward
Positive Attendance Service.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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WIFI DEVICES

Connect the WIFI device to a WIFI network
Configure the WIFI device to connect with the Skyward Positive Attendance Service
For Keypad devices that use WIFI connectivity, use the following steps to configure each
device to connect to the Skyward Positive Attendance Service:
Note: To avoid confusion, make sure only one xPico WIFI device is powered on while
configuring.
Connect the WIFI device to a WIFI network
1. From a laptop PC, scan for a WIFI network called “XpicoWiFi_xxxxxx” and connect to
this network with the password “XPICOWIFI.”
2. Once connected, open up a browser and navigate to 192.168.0.1.
• UserName/Password = admin/PASSWORD
3. Click on the QuickConnect link, locate the WIFI network you wish to connect this
device to and click it to continue.
4. Enter the Password for the selected WIFI network and click Apply.
5. Wait for the device to be programmed, noting any errors in the process.
6. Once successful, click on the Status link.
• The Connection State should read “Connected.”

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Configure the WIFI device to connect with the Skyward Positive Attendance
Service
1. Click the Network link.
• Choose “wlan0.”
• Choose “Interface.”
• Choose “Configuration.”
2. If a static IP Address is desired, then set DHCP Client to “Disabled.”
3. (Optional) Set the IP Address (with Subnet Mask), Default Gateway and Primary
DNS.
4. Click the Submit button to apply these setting to the device.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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5. Click the Tunnel link.
• Choose Tunnel 1.
6. From the Accept tab, set Mode to “Disable.”
7. Click Submit to Save the changes.

8. From the Connect tab (still on Tunnel, Tunnel 1), set Mode to “Any Character.”
9. Click the Edit button to the right of Host 1.
10. Set the Address of Host 1 to the IP Address of the server that hosts the Skyward
Positive Attendance Service.
11. Set the Port of Host 1 to the Listen Port of the Skyward Positive Attendance Service.
12. Click Submit to Save the changes.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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Once the device has been successfully configured and has been also configured in the
Skyward Positive Attendance Device setup screens it is ready to be used with the Skyward
Positive Attendance Service.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
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PASS+ Standalone Device Identification Mode
The default and recommended PASS+ device identification mode is called Device ID. The
Device ID is a unique number that is assigned to each PASS+ Device. Optionally, devices
can be identified by Static IP Address or Port.

To program a Device ID
1. While holding down any 2 keys power on the device by plugging the PASS+ Device
into Power or POE.
2. Release the 2 keys and press F3 to enter Device ID Mode.
a. Enter 1 for Group ID 1 and press Enter.
b. Enter the unique Pinpad # in the Second Field, typically starting with 1 with
your first device and the press enter.
c. The Device ID is the unique identifier that will be entered into Skyward
PASS+ Configuration area.
d. Repeat this process for each PASS+ device, using a unique Pinpad # for each
device.
Note: You will want to document the Device ID for each device because you will need to
enter the Device ID into Skyward before it can be used for Positive Attendance.

Advanced Device ID for more than 255 PASS+ devices:
If your district has more than 255 PASS+ devices, the 256th device would start off using
Group ID #2 and Pinpad ID #1. Using the Device ID method supports up to 65,025 devices,
255 groups each with 255 devices. Here is an explanation and examples of how the Device
ID is determined.
The Device ID Formula is ((Group ID – 1) * 255) + Pinpad ID = Device ID
Group 1 Device ID range: 1 -255
Group 2 Device ID range: 256 - 510
Group 3 Device ID range: 511 – 765
Group 4 Device ID range: 766 - 1020
And so on, up to 255 groups
Examples:
Group ID 1, Pinpad ID 13 = Device ID 13
Group ID 2, Pinpad ID 3 = Device ID 258
Group ID 13, Pinpad ID 13 = Device ID 3073
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Configuring PASS+ Standalone Devices within Skyward
Once a device has been configured using the above steps, you can then configure the device
within Skyward. From the PASS Device Setup area within Skyward (Student Management >
Office > Attendance > Product Setup > Configuration > PASS Device Setup) click the Add
button to configure a new device.
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Enter the Device ID and select the location of where this device will be used and all other
applicable data.
Important: The Device ID must be entered to match what was configured on the PASS+
standalone device.
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PASS+ Standalone Device Firmware and ROM Flashing
Although the Keypad devices will come with the correct Firmware and Device ROM
preloaded on the device, in the case that they need to be re-flashed for any reason, follow
these steps to load the correct Firmware and ROM to the device.
1. Install software and drivers from supplied Genovation disc.
2. Clear ROM on device by holding any 2 keys while powering up the device. When the
menu shows, press 9 (hidden option) to clear the ROM.
3. Power down the device and connect the device with the supplied RS232 cable.
4. Load Firmware:
a. Open Genovation RSLoad application.
b. Ensure a valid connection to the device from the RSLoad application.
c. Open File – [skyward]/ocx/SkyPositiveAttendance/DeviceFirmware.upg
d. Download the file to the device.
e. Close Genovation RSLoad application.
5. Load ROM:
a. Open Genovation RSLoad application.
b. Ensure a valid connection to the device from the RSLoad application.
c. Open – [skyward]/ocx/SkyPositiveAttendance/Skyward Positive
Attendance.rom
d. Download the file to the device.
e. Close Genovation RSLoad application.
6. The device is now ready to use with the Skyward Positive Attendance Service.
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